Capricorn Sugar Rail Museum
Getting started in On30...

On30 refers to models with a scale of 1/4" = 1' 0" (or 1:48), and a gauge of 16.5 mm. This gauge equates to roughly 30 scale inches and is used to represent the 2' gauge of the Shire and sugar cane railways/tramways. This scale/gauge combination ensures easy modelling with O scale's size and an ever-increasing source of commercial models. The ready availability of mechanisms and trackwork designed for HO (also 16.5mm gauge but representing 4' 8.5" in the smaller scale) simplifies making more unique models from scratch.

Model Builders
Preserving Queensland’s Rail Heritage

Model building... make it a journey, not a destination!

- Research & planning
- Construction
- Trackwork/electrical
- Scenery & details
- Animation/people
- Locomotives & rolling stock
- Structures, etc.

QldRailHeritage.com
www.zelmeroz.com/CaneSIG